ZOOM FOCUS X – THE BEST GOLF
RANGEFINDER
FOCUS X
The new ZOOM FOCUS X offers all the premium features that you expect from the best golf rangefinders, at an
unbeatable price and performance ratio. The FOCUS X delivers a crystal-clear view combined with quick target
acquisition, pin-point accuracy, 6x magnification, vibration feedback and Slope Mode, that delivers essential information
in the simplest way possible.
The ZOOM FOCUS X is the perfect all-round golf distance finder for golfers who want the best. The FOCUS X is
approved for tournament play with the Slope Mode function switched off.
Available in two neutral colours and full of features golfers want, our golf rangefinder with slope mode is unrivalled and is
a must for those who want to improve their game.

Everything you need, nothing you don’t
Fast scan, pin-point accuracy, on/off slope mode and vibration feedback. The “Flagship Killer” FOCUS X from ZOOM is
now in stores, at surprisingly affordable prices.
• Flag Scanner
• Slope Switch
• Rechargeable Battery

Flagship Functionality
The crystal-clear view combines with fast target acquisition, maximum accuracy, 6x magnification, vibration feedback
and slope mode to provide all the essential information in the simplest way. When looking for the best golf rangefinder on
the market, you can’t ignore the ZOOM FOCUS X.

Effortless Handling
• Slope Switch Button – allows the Focus X to compensate for elevation changes to the flag. Delivers real distance, and
the distance you actually need to hit.
• Perfect View – for distances up to 600m with 6x magnification and an accuracy of +/- 0.5 meters.
• Optical adjustment – for perfect focus. Adjustable for eyesight diopter of up to +/- 5D
• Micro USB charging port – allows recharging of the 1000 mAH battery with a standard charger.

Protective case included
All ZOOM laser golf rangefinders for sale come with a practical protective case which can be easily attached to the golf
bag with a carabiner. This stylish case makes sure your device is always protected and close at hand for the next
measurement.

Features
COLORS: Grey, White
MEASUREMENT DISTANCE: 600 Meter
ACCURACY: +/- 0,5 Meter
OPTICAL ZOOM: 6 x Zoom
MEASURING UNITS: Meter / Yards
DIOPTERS ADJUSTMENT: +/- 5D
WEIGHT: 170g
SIZE: 110*65*38mm
EXIT PUPIL: 3,7mm
EYEPIECE LENS DIAMETER: 16mm
OBJECT LENS DIAMETER: 22mm
BATTERY CAPACITY: 1.000 mAh
DISPLAY: LCD

Zoom FOCUS X Golf Distance Finder
When your considering making improvements to your golf game, there are many products on the market that claim to
make a difference. With so many products available, choosing one that is affordable yet packed full of features can be
tough. Here at Zoom Golf, we designed the FOCUS X to be the best golf rangefinder you can find, setting the bar high so
that we could develop a golf accessory that really will help improve your game. Quite simply, if you can read the course
better, you will make better decisions in the way that you play, from the type of club you use to how hard you hit the ball.
This is all possible with our smart golf distance finder.
Easy to use even if you have never used this type of device before, simply point the FOCUS X in the direction you want
the ball to land. If you can see the green, use the flagpole as a guide and you’ll be shown all the information you’ll need
to decide on your play. It’s 6x magnification means you can see for up to 600m, with the optical adjustment function able
to fine-tune the focus providing a perfect view.

Buy the Best Golf Rangefinder For Less
Once you’ve used our golf rangefinder with slope, you’ll wonder how you played without it, with the slope switch button
helping to compensate for any elevation with ease. Innovations like this are all part of our vision to create useful golf
products that will help you become a better golfer. Many golf rangefinders for sale today can be expensive and offer little
more than the next. That’s why with the FOCUS X you have a golf distance finder that is highly functional whilst costing
much less.
If having maximum accuracy is important to you, then the FOCUS X is a golf rangefinder with slope that provides exactly
that. It’s also a compact size and lightweight to ensure it won’t cause strain when using throughout the day and can be
easily transported using the included protective case by clicking onto your belt or golf cart.

